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device and the steel spur gearing for the

transmission of motion from the vertical

shaft to the revolving tool spindle. On the

sliding head is mounted a rotary turret head.

All the spindles in the turret are indexed to

the same point when the spindle is in posi-

tion for work. Any spindle wanted may be

swung into ‘position without stopping the

machine by means of a lever shown on the

front of turret, which when moved to the

right will release the index pin. When the

turret is revolved to the spindle wanted, the
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lever will automatically lock the turret head

with the spindle running in position for

work. The hand feed is operated by a hand-

wheel in front of the turret. The power feed

is operated by the belt and cone pulleys on

the sliding head. The feed is started and

stopped by the knock-off in front of the hand

Fig. 2_The A. D. Quint Upright Turret Machine.

wheel, or it can be set to stop automatically

for any depth up to 28 in. by means of the

stop shown on the face of the column. The

_quick return of the head is obtained by

means of the pilot wheel on the left-hand

side of the head. The clutch for connecting

the back gears may be thrown in or out while

the tool is running. These Quint turret ma-

chines are made in four sizes with from four

to 12 spindles.

Fig. 3 shows a 40-in. swing, back-geared

drill made by the New Haven Manufacturing

Company, New Haven, Conn. The spindle

of this machine is balanced and has a feed

of 12 in. operated either by hand or power,

has an automatic stop, a quick return motion

and an index for measuring the depth of the

hole drilled. The shipper is fitted with a

brake for stopping the spindle quickly. The

head is adjusted by means of a screw oper-

ated by miter gears. The adjustable arm

which carries the table can be swung aside

so that the base plate can be used for drill-

ing. The back gearing is operated by a lever

which is within easy reach of the operator.

The spindle is 21/; in. in diameter and is of

hammered crucible steel ﬁtted with a solid

forged collar, and is reamed to ﬁt a No. 5

Morse taper and will hold drills from 2‘/,.,

in. to 3 in. inclusive. The wear betw~en the

quill and the spindles is taken care of by a

loose, hardened tool steel collar which is

cupped to hold oil. The quill has a threaded

collar for taking up wear. All gears are cut

from solid blanks. The countershaft is at

the base of the machine, and the driving

shaft and spindles run in cap boxes. The

distance from the face of the post to the

center of the table is 20 in., the maximum

The Block System in Iowa.

At the meeting of the Iowa Railway Club

which was held at Des Doines on September

12, there was an animated discussion on the

question whether or not the block system can

be used on the railroads of the west and. it

it can be used, whether it is worth having.

At a previous meeting a paper had been read

<.from a misunderstanding.
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is not made any safer by having the initials

of the despatcher on the caution card. Mr.

Woodruff went on to detail some of the bad

practices which he ﬁnds where the block

system is ostensibly in use.

An operator is liable to signal a clear block

when it is not clear. This may result from the

mechanical oversight of a sleepy operator or

An incompetent

operator misiiiterprets the telegraphic code. A

“get there" operator clears the block when_a

train is “coming” to release a following train.

which may otherwise be seriously delayed for
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an opposing train. The nervous operator loses

his head. A stupid operator don’t know why

he did it. _

A conductor will perhaps occupy the main

track at a station doing work. ﬁguring that the

operator is protecting him. The operator does

not understand it that way and the train is un-

protected. _

A favorite trick of a certain class of night

ogerators is to ﬁnd out “what is coming,” then

c ange the position of the signal to “proceed”

-- and go to sleep, depending on the ﬁrst passing

train to awaken them. _

The custom of using the train order signal

for a block signal is a dangerous practice pecu-

liar to the block system. The normal position

of the ignal is at “Stop/' There is nothing to

remind the operator that he has orders for a

train and nothing to indicate to the engineer

that orders are awaiting him. It all Jepends

on the operator's memory, which if defective

will result in his failing to deliver the orders.

Another thing which must not be overlooked,

responsibility has been removed from train and

engine-men, who as a class are men of experi-

-ence and mature judgment, and increased re-

sponsibility imposed upon operators, who as a

class are young, frequently inexperienced and

sometimes, perhaps. incompetent.

As a preventive of butting collisions the

manual block system affords additional secur-

ity, but Mr. Woodruff, while admitting this, -

declares that displaying the stop signal at

meeting points is simpler and less expensive.

Mr. Campbell, whose paper had been criti-

cized, was the ﬁrst speaker in response to

Mr. Woodruff. He spoke of a recent case

where

“A heavy freight train broke an air hose, and

hurt the conductor and rear brakeman, and

there was nobody there to protect the train

until the men at the head end of the train got

back and saw the condition of aﬂairs, and they

ﬂagged back."

As to butting collisions, the order at the

meeting point is all right if there be an order,

but many of the collisions are between trains

which should meet according to the time-

table and rules, no orders being issued.

In two years on his (block signaled) division

he could recollect no collision of either kind.

Mr. Hammill (C. & N. W.) with ten years‘

experience as despatcher and trainmaster

on a road using the block system combated

the claim that the block system caused de-

